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A People \ryithout a History

FROM THE EDITOR

I have often thought how badly we need a

short, popular, but in-depth history of the
Churches of Christ, ranging from, say, 1865 to
1970.

But who would read it?
Most outsiders would not. It would not be
their story.
And most insiders would not read it either.
For paradoxically, a fundamental part of our
history is the conviction that we have no history
at all.
On the one hand, we acknowledge a certain
dependence on Alexander Campbell, Barton W.
Stone, David Lipscomb, and others. But when
all is said and done, we typically feel that these
leaders made no substantive contribution to the
movement beyond pointing us to the ultimate
source: the first century.
Thus, they become for us transparent men,
even invisible men. And we emerge as a people
whose history is no history at all.
And so it is that we often streneously avoid
hearing, knowing, or telling anything of our
nineteenth century past, not to mention the
larger past of Christian history.
Our emphasis on the Bible is certainly proper
and is one of the beauties of our movement.
But it is also important to know our more
immediate history, for it is through that history
that the Bible has been filtered as it penetrates
our hearts and minds.
In other words, the presuppositions with
which we approach the Bible are deeply rooted
in our nineteenth century past. To be ignorant of
that past is to be ignorant of those presuppositions. And then the presuppositions cannot be
sharpened or corrected because they go
unrecognized.

But then, that is precisely why so many in our
movement choose to ignore their history
because ignoring their history enables them also
to ignore their biases and interpretations. And
when this happens, one can pretend that his
interpretation is really no interpretation at all,
but rather the veritable word of God.

Our roots and interpretations are a bit

analogous to the carpenter's saw, and scripture
perhaps analagous to the wood with which he
works. If the carpenter pretended he had no
saw, and therefore never bothered to look at it
or inspect it, the saw would become increasingly
dull so that, eventually, it would not cut the
wood at all.
I am always a bit saddened when I hear a
Christian say that he or she is not interested in
where we have been, but only in where we are
going. For how can we know "where we are and

whither we are tending," as Lincoln put it, if we
have no idea of from whence we have come?
And I am always amazed when, after a
consideration of our history, I hear someone
object that we should not become preoccupied

with our past. If we would only cast

an

occasional glance at our past, in the spirit of
understanding rather than proving, we would do
ourselves and the cause of Christ immeasurable
good.

But I am never surprised when I

hear

someone complain that to study o'ur history
reveals too many warts and blemishes. That is
just the point. For we are humans with warts
and blemishes, and so were our fathers, and we
all stand therefore in perpetual need of the
saving grace of God. If a study of our history
drives us to that recognition, then perhaps it
willhave been worthwhile after all.

The Majesty and Misery of Man

"Ottr cries of disillusionment with ourselves reveal ow conÍusion: 'l
tried the self -help methods, I def ined my "erroneous zones," I
employed the "power oÍ positive thinking" and for a while I seemed to
have the world by the tail. Then it all fell apart. What happeneçl?t tt

By

BILL LOVE

"He's just not the same man I married," she
said. "The man I married was kind and gentle,
sensitive, open and full of high ideals.
Sometimes I look at him now and feel that I'm
living with a stranger. He has become hard and
cold, totally absorbed with himself." How hard
it is for us to cope with evil in others and in
ourselves

!

Our culture repeatedly has experienced the
of reality shock about human nature.
Before the turn of the century we Americans
were riding a high crest of optimism. We had
made great strides in science and hoped soon to
unlock the last mystery of man's origins and
nature. Psychology had promised to explain the
complexity of human motivations and to
same kind

This article was originally o sermon preached at the Bering Drive
Church of Christ, Houston, Texas, where Bill Love is pulpit
minister.
4

eradicate evil. We had invented machines to
double our productivity and increase our free
time.
Then came World War I and we were stunned
how evil man could be: we were shocked
at the gas warfare in the trenches, and the new
submarine warfare on the seas seemed so
unchivalrous as to violate every ancient code of
war. The literature and drama of despair were
born on the continent, and we Americans
decided to mind our own business from then on.

to

see

Again in the 1960's our faith in man was
shattered. We began the decade with one
president talking confidently about exploring
"Ne\ry Frontiers," and we ended the decade after
three assasinations and a bloody war, and with
the resignation of another president.

Like the woman struggling with the new
realization of her husband's selfishness, we all,

both collectively and individually, have had too
many rides on the rollercoaster of hope and
despair about man. It seems almost impossible
to find a sane middle view between hope and
despair, a view neither naive nor paralyzed by
cynicism. But we need a view of man which
allows us to continue living and working and
finding some satisfaction in the good we can do
in this world.
So what about man?

It

is interesting, first

of all, that we spend

little time considering him. We know

so

the
composition of moon rocks, we study the stock
market, we trace the migration of the Canadian
goose, and we even split the atom. Still, we fail
to ponder that one question which lies so close to

our hearts and which continually disturbs our
peace: how can you figure people? The
Psalmist's question still faces us unanswered:
"What is man that thou are mindful of him?"
(Ps.8:4)
Even when we look more closely at man, the
data does not become less but more confusing.
Our cries of disillusionment with ourselves
reveal our confusion: "I tried the self-help
methods, I defined my 'erroneous zones,' I
employed the 'power of positive thinking' and
for a while I seemed to have the world by the
tail. Then it all fell apart. What happened?"

superior. On the other hand when we feel
defeated and depressed we see ourselves as
"magots and worms" (Job 25:5,6).
Our continuing struggle wiih human nature is
nothing new, nor can we hope to find a final
resolution of the problem. Plato described man
as trying to ride two horses at the same time, the
white horse of reason and the black horse of
passion. The rabbis of Paul's day said that each
person had warring within an evil impulse and a
good impulse. Luther said that man is a donkey
which is ridden either by God or by Satan.

Christianity provides insights for our
problem beyond the glib prescription, "Be
good." If we human beings must always struggle
with good and evil we can never simply "be
good."

If we ask of the Christian faith whether man
is gocld or evil, the answer comes back, "Yes."
Man is good and evil, unlimited and limited, free
and bound, resourceful yet dependent. The
majesty and misery of man are seen all through
the scriptures.

"lf

we are 'up' on ourserves, we soon
become insullerably superior. On the other
hand when we leel deteated and depressed
we see ourseryes as'magots and worms'
(Job 25:5,6)."

We know that there is much that is good in us

and at the same time our pretensions about
ourselves become laughable. If I par two holes in
a row at the golf course I say to myself, "Now,
that's my real game." Whose game was I playing
the other sixteen holes? When I apologize for
hurting someone I say, "I'm sorry, I just wasn't
myself today." If not, then who was I? My aunt
Suzie? My neighbor down the street?

And so the pendulum of our feelings about
human nature continues to swing from extreme
to extreme: man is either an angel or a devil. If
we are "down" on someone, it is difficult to
admit that he could have a kind thought or
perform a selfless deeel. If we are "up" on

ourselves, we soon become insufferably

Adam and Eve could commune with God,
but they could also commune with Satan. They
could "have dominion" over all of the rest of
creation but not over their own pride which
prompted them to seek a place equal with God.
Abraham had the faith to leave his home
upon God's command and even to offer up his
son, but Abraham did not have the faith to tell
the king of Egypt that Sarah was his wife for
fear the king would take her from him and do
him harm.
David was no phoney but a real man of God.
But the writer of Psalm 23 could not control the

lust which led him to adultery with Bathsheba,
the murder of Uriah, and other assorted evils.
Peter had the courage to draw his sword in
the face of Roman soldiers, but could not stand
up to the quiet questioning of a maiden only a
few minutes later.

Paulwho wrote,

"I can do all things through

him who strengthens me," also admitted,

"I

don't understand myself, for what I want to do I
cannot do and what I loathe is what I continue
doing."
Even Jesus, because he was really man, had

to "learn obedience through the things that he
suffered." His prayer in the garden did not
begin, "Not my will but thine be done;" this
resignation came only after his titanic struggle
with his own will.

Do we not see that scripture itself defines
man as an incredibly complex being, always
potentially good and evil?

"Christianity ptovides insights îor out

problem beyond the glib prcscilpt¡on,'Be
good.' lî we human beings must always
struggle with good and evil we can nevet
simply'be good.'"

Three observations should be made about the
biblical view of human nature:

First, man's majesty and man's misery spring

from the same source: Adam and Eve were
created with the capacity to explore, to know,
and to create. These were precisely the gifts they
misused in transgressing their god-given limits.
We are always using our best gifts to get what we
want, whether the desires of our hearts are noble
or ignoble.

Second, our human nature is no surprise to
God. He knows that we are "made of dust" (Ps.
6

103:14). He knows that all we offer him
- our
all we offer him is
works, our faith, our love
imperfect, always a mixture of self-giving and
self-interest.

Third, God loves us anyway, forgives us
when we honestly repent of our arrogance, and
continues to offer us communion with him
through his Son. God had fellowship with
Abraham, with David, with Peter and with Paul
- imperfect though they were. We are offered
the same loving kindness today.
Blaise Paschal summed up what I am saying
in his reflections about the philosophers:

They can tell me about man's dignity,
and they drive me to pride, or about man's
misery and the drive me to despair. Where,

but in the simplicity of the gospel will I
know about both the dignity and the misery
of man?

And so what should we say to this woman
who feels so defeated in her marriage? As she
looks at her husband sitting there asleep before
the TV, she sees that he is getting older and
greyer, and that more than his physique has
fallen
so have some of his ideals. We must say
to her:- "No, he is not the man you married, for
we all change over the years. But were we not a
bit naive and idealistic on our wedding days? He
was not an angel when you married him, and he
is not a devil today. He has always had the
capacity for both selfishness and unselfishness.
Is this not also true of his wife? Consider that
both of you
- and all of our marriages - are
saved by grace; this may be the place to begin
again."

We need the grace of God not onlY for
eternal salvation; we need his grace to enable us
to live with ourselves and with others day by
day. That grace is still available to us, as Luther
said: "God does not love you because you are
goocl, God would make you good because he
loves you. "

The Real Treasures of Earth and Heaven

So0müsA0ûv@
By

WILLIAM J. COOK, JR.

Jim had lived most of his life in a small
Illinois farming community. He was a good
farmer. He had made many friends. This year
had brought out the best in both his crops and
his friends
a fitting tribute to a good man.

-

For this year Jim could only watch as his two
hundred acres of soybeans and corn grew ripe
and heavy. He knew that the time had come for
harvesting and he feared that all would be lost.
Jim, at fifty-two, was weak with cancer. He
could no longer work the fertile fields that he
and his wife had nurtured for over twenty years.

As harvest time approached, word of Jim's
plight spread through tþe countryside. Just at
the right time for harvesting, a veritable army of
neighbors arrived at the farm in a caravan of
tractors, combines, huskers, and wagons
fifty
farmers with twenty-five of their sons - and
- The
they went to work bringing in Jim's crop.
women brought fresh pies, covered hot dishes,
and jugs of steaming coffee.
Jim's wife's eyes filled with tears, touched by
the display of humanity as old and dependable

itself. Her husband, once a vigorous
man, stopped by and shook hands, thankful he
had such friends.
as the land

For two Saturdays the army in bib overalls
rolled across the farm land, bringing in the
soybeans. Jim wept at their kindness.

The third Saturday they tackled the corn
crop. But Jim couldn't stop by. He stayed home.
The harvesting was all done by nightfall
Saturday.

At midnight, Jim died.
Jim's neighbors harvested for him a valuable

crop that year, but they stored up an

even

greater treasure that all the world's silos won't
hold.

The real treasures lie not in having bu1. in
giving.
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N¿¡ekkerweemer? I deeided that I could only pray for

hirw, bæmþændnmg¡ fteaven witfi appeafs against the iniustice of it all,
Scr¡moms øm fftæ power øf prayer ¡r¡síst that this avenue of aid is the
raryosf pæfernf of affl" ffiuf bern g a e.hitd of the age, I find myself asking

quesfroms""

Ey RON

IIURHAM

Oddly enough, it was an Eskimo Indian
named Nuckkerweener who set me to thinking
about metaphysics and prayer.

A

Wall Slreef .kturnalstory told of his plight

in the Canaelian jails. Failing in his attempt to

join the white man's world, Nuckkerweener had
turned to crime. Jailed, he was cut off from his
roots. No one in the vicinity could even speak his
language, and he has not spoken for twentythree years. He cannot plead his own case, and
he has no known relatives, no privilege of rank
or class. I-le langr.rishes in confinement month
after month, a cipher among the nonpersons of
our fallen world, seemingly beyond the reach of
either justice or demonstrated love.

Ilow could I help lNuckkerweener?

I arn unable to hire mereenaries to storm the
prison, and at any rate I arn not convinced of the
righteousness of violence. Since I am not a
Copyright 1979 Christian CenÍury Ibundution. Reprinted by
permi.s.sion J'ront Íhe Octoher 3, 1979 issue of The Christian
Century. ll.on Durham is a J'ornter Mission Journal ediÍor and
ct!rrentl), is ntini,sÍer v)ith Íhe Centrdl Church of (lhrist, Irving,
Tþxa,s.
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Canadian citizen, a letter-writing campaign is
not likely to impress the authorities. The agenda
of international councils are clogged with more
colorful cases, and besides, their machinery
moves too slowly to help. None of these "social
action" remedies seemed open to me. I decided
that, as embarrassing as it might be to my more
Iiberal friends, I could only pray for him,
bombarding heaven with appeals against the
injustice of it all.
Only pray for him? Sermons on the power of
prayer insist that this avenue of aid is the most
potent of all. But being a child of the age, I find
myself asking questions. Can such meditative
missiles glance off the pearly gates and land on
the locks of Nuckkerweener's jail door, setting
him free like Paul and Silas? Or dare I hope that
the shock waves from my prayers will penetrate
the Eskimo's skull at the point where the brain's
chemistry triggers warm, secure feelings, so he
will know that someone cares?

We are familiar with radio and television
waves, and we are learnilrg the physics of
penetrating light, as in laser beams. But how
does prayer work? To ask such a"question is to
ph"rnge us into the murky waters not of physics

but of metaphysics. And no one has bothered
much with that topic for years.

Whatever Happened to Metaphysics?
We hear the term "metaphysical" now mainly

in

reference to modern mystery cults like
spiritism. I use it here in the older sense: to
denote that which is beyond the physical, but
not so esoteric or spooky that one has to be a
mystic or a medium to deal with it. In fact,
metaphysics was long the province of
philosophers, who sought to explain how mind
is related to matter, how bodies act on each
other, and how to extend these laws of the
physical universe into the realm of theology.
Just as the empirical world operated on such
principles as cause and effect, so the spiritual
world was supposed to be the effect of God, as
first Cause. Metaphysics was therefore studied
as a science, on a basis similar to mathematics or
physics.

The conventional recitations usually include
the assertion that David Hume refuted causeeffect relationships, and plunged the world into
doubt. Actually, Hume believed that the world
was attributable to God, but that the old
metaphysics hardly proved it. The development

on external deductions based on the behavior
of bodies. Physics relies on empirical
knowledge; met3physics must be truly beyond
physics. Its concepts must be intuitive, selfevident from the start, Iike the universal moral
law. The bottom line to Kant's Prolegomena Ío
Any Future Metaphysics was that the truths of
metaphysics must be couchecl in "analytical"
statements. That is, the predicate, when
analyzed, must have already been implied or
intuited in the subject.

It appears therefore that metaphysics is
required to bow to the limitations of natural
theology. On the one hand, answering Hume's
question, it borders on scientism in its attempt to
"prove" the spiritual cause of empirical events.
On the other hand, rising to Kant's challenge
leaves it exposed to the charge of circular
reasoning.

G.

W. Hegel's dialectic

was

successful, for some, in showing that the
spiritual world penetrates the physical, but it did
not explain how. And at any rate, the famili¿ii
history of the dialectic raises more questions
than it answers. On Hegel's terms, Spirit could
be so thoroughly imbedded in the state that
Nazism could be identified with the will of God,
and American expansionism with our manifest
destiny.

On the same terms, it is easy to sec why Karl

Jesus is alive and well today, but in a
superphysical state, then he can make his
home both in my heatt and in the heart oÍ
Nuekkerweener" Ihe same metaphysieal
power that opens tomös and creates
wotlds ñas been unleashed among us. Can
it not also recÍeate hearts?"

Barth and others revolte d against natural
theology. Neo-orthodoxy's rejection of
metaphysics, however, allied with atheistic
existentialism to close the first half of our

of

Only Scientists and Charismatics
After philosophers and theologians tired of
metaphysics, the strangest bedfellows look u¡:r
the enterprise. Take clinical psychologists, for
example. Recently I allowed a psychologist
friend to attach me to a biofeedback machine.
By imagining that my hanels were immerserl ìn
hot water, I was able to increase rny body
temperature by four degrees. On every hand
such evidence abouncls, showing as never bcforc
that spirit, or mind, penetrates matter, by

"lf

science since Hume has occurred on the
premise that cause and effect still work as
reliably as ever. But the prccise mechanism
remains obscure. Hume merely pointed out thal
there is nothing external to two bodies which
demonstrates a causal relationship. Applied to
theology, God and answered prayer were, for
I{ume, undemonstrable.

Immanuel Kant's contribution at this point
was crucial . O.f course metaphysics does not rely

century with the rather negative question, "Who
needs metaphysics?

"

whatever means. Editor Norman Cousins,
struck down by a mysterious arthritic ailment no
one could cure, had jokebooks brought into the
hospital and good-humored himself well.

"l.4lith Kant, as well as with sctipturc, we
must wam ourcerves not to prcsume to

proye too much
is still in heaven, we
- God
are on earth, and
our words can well be
few. But I cannot avoid sucñ matters. And
whether or not I can prove prayer's effects,

I said a prayer f or

Others are "thinking" their blood pressure
down, "supposing" pain away by substituting
hypnosis for anesthesia, and, in a unique
counseling program in Fort Worth, Texas,
"imaging" cancer cells to death. The biofeedback era has brought us to one of two
conclusions: either there is a dimension of reality
beyond the physical which can indeed relate to
the physical, or the mind is only rarefied matter
and what we have is merely one kind of body
acting on another" And even if the latter
hypothesis is correct, the connecting force
between the two is a metaphysical action.

But I spoke of strange bedfellows, and this
brings us back to prayer. I sat recently in a
Episcopal charismatic service which relied on
metaphysics more strongly than any prescientific
philosopher could have. We assembled amid
severe weather warnings that included the threat
of tornadoes. "Lord!" cried a young lay leader
in prayer, "in the name of Jesus we bind Satan
this moment and forbid him to control the
weather tonight. We deliver it insiead into your
hands ancl claim the promise that you will care
for your own and not allow this storm to
damage the person or property of a single one of

tonight!"

Sure enough, the storm hurt no one. We
cannot prove a metaphysical connection, just as
the thousands of reported miracle healings or
other presumed answers to prayer cannot be
proved to the satisfaction of the Humes and the
Kants of the world. (Far less, of course, can we
explain the fact that similar prayers did not stay
the tornadoes that killed fifty people in Wichita
Falls, Texas, a few months later- but that is a
l0

more interested in the relationship between mind
and matter.

But if the simple believer joined

the

discussion, what might be said?

Nuckkerweener

anyway."

us gathered here

different problem.) But it somehow seems odd
that those who believe in this kind of answered
prayer are rarely interested in discussing how the
world might be subject to the Spirit, at least to
the eye of faith. The scientists actually seem

1. Toward an Arguable Metaphysics: Jesus is
alive! The believer must first realize that he or
she is to stick to the simple proclamation of the
Good News as the first utterance, instead of
allowing Hume or Kant or Heidegger to set the
agenda unilaterally. It was natural theology's
mistake to begin with nature apart from its
relationship to the empty tomb. The classical
"proofs" may illustrate the God-world relationship, but they do not prove it; and the Barthians
were right to criticize them on this ground.

But against the Barthians, the gospel does
interlock with metaphysics. Jesus was designated
the Son of God (a metaphysical claim) by the
resurrection (a physical-metaphysical event)
(Rom. l:4). This event is at the boundary
between this world and the world of Spirit-the
Greek word translated "designated" in this
passage also gives us our word "horizon."
Despite the existential element in the
proclamation, it is the historical testimony of
those earliest, this-worldly witnesses, and not
their subjective faith, that distinguishes
Christianity from many other faiths.
But if Jesus is risen from the dead, where is
he? For the original witnesses, it would never
have been enough to say with old-line liberals
that Jesus is alive in my thoughts, or embodied
in my Christlike acts, or symbolized in the
Lord's Supper. If Jesus is really risen, he has a
metaphysical existence, one that allows him to
be both with me and with the prisoner
Nuckkerweener. He may enjoy what Paul called
a "spiritual body" (l Cor. 15:42 ff .).I do not
know what that means, and am glad to admit to
a metaphysics by faith. But I contend that the

historical nature

of the resurrection

accounts

indicates that this assertion has content.

Is the

statement " Jesus is alive" an
"analytical" judgment, as Kant required? Yes,
to the believer; and it is fully open to the
nonbeliever who is willing to accept the idea that
a resurrection is at least possible. For the
predicate "is alive" is necessarily implied in the
subject, Jesus, who is the living Word.

If

Jesus is alive and well today, but in a
superphysical state, then he can make his home

both in my heart and in the heart of
Nuckkerweener. The same metaphysical power

that opens tombs and creates worlds has been
unleashed among us. Can it not also recreate
hearts? The Mind that is the ground of cellular
matter surely has no trouble entering the cells of
the brain and effecting a change there. The force
that formed the earth from primeval seas, the

Word that stilled the storm on Galilee, could
easily snuff out the tornadoes threatening the
Episcopalians.

I have not set out to prove how this happens,
nor to show why such miracles do not occur
according to my own standards of justice or
consistency. We are looking here for reasonable
ways in which the world might be affected by

Mind; and

I

contend that the resurrection of
to that possibility, if not its

Jesus holds a clue

mechanism.

2. Mind and Body: Bodies are affected by
something other than themselves. We have
pointed out that whatever mind is, the biofeedback age indicates that it exercises control over
matter called flesh. I have admitted that this may
only show that mind is different from flesh in
degree, rather than in kind. Yet the effects of the

mind acting on the body oppear to be
metaphysical. That is the conclusion of my
psychologist friend, who had been on the verge
of rejecting faith. Recent work with placebos
and psychosomatic medicine strengthens this
conclusion. A placebo was formerly thought to
effect healing only if the illness was "merely
psychosomatic" or "not organic." It is now
more fully recognized tlìat actual cliemical or
organic changes occur under the influence of a
sugar pill.

This realization will not, I hope, plunge
metaphysics back into such dead-ended
explorations as the attempt to locate the soul, or
the mind. Lucretius thought that the soul nestled
in the human breast; Descartes located it in the
pineal gland; and process theologian John
Cobb, following A.N. Whitehead, hopes to find
mind wandering as a thread through the
"interstices of the brain. "

But if we are truly dealing with metaphysics,
then the mind and the soul, like the risen Christ,

will not be anywhere, but holistically related to
the body. Gilbert Ryle was right to scoff at the

idea of a ghost in a machine. Biblical

metaphysics deals with persons, that peculiar
mix of body and mind and soul that relates so
intriguingly both to matter and to Spirit.

Alvin Plantinga (God and Other Minds) has
argued that since we accept the reality of other
human minds while seeing not the mind itself
but good evidence that it is there, so we can
reasonably accept the reality of a supreme Mind.
Similarly, if we can see evidence on a biofeedback thermometer that something other than the
physical is affecting temperature of the blood,
the metaphysical possibility of prayer may be
close at hand. The evidence is analogical, but
nudges us toward accepting the fact that the
Supreme Mind can affect the lives of those for
whom we pray.

3. A Realm Beyond the Physical: The hills
of
twentieth century philosophy has dared to
continue to speak of metaphysics: the process
thinkers, who view the basic building blocks of
matter as open to outside-and at least in that
sense, metaphysical--influence. Not all of these
are alive. One eddy alongside the mainstream

philosophers are traditional theists; some simply
hold, with atomic theory, that reality consists of
relafionships (as protons with electrons) instead
of "hard matter. "

Charles Hartshorne's term for all this is
panpsychism: even the hills are at least
metaphorically "alive" to the extent that they
can act on and react to events about them.
Purged of sheer animism, this sort of language is
open to the Christian. Whether we are speaking
of the matter of the hills or the mind of humanll

kind, the creation is open to the mighty acts of
the Creator. It is in such terms that we can talk
about a creation that "groans in travail" while
awaiting its redemption (Rom. 8:21-22).

Further, process is the philosophy of
organism-matter and mind are related
holistically. Each affects the other because they
exist in dynamic relationship. For Whitehead, all
"actual entities" have both physical and mental
poles. In this set of terms, is it too hard to
believe that the entity called the human brain is
susceptible to its Creator's mental nudges?

None of this is offered as self-evident proof

of a reaim beyond the physical. It does,
however, constitute a basis for continued

conversation with those who ask about the
ability of God to work in the world. With Kant,
as well as with scripture, we must warn ourselves
not to presume to prove too much-God is still
in heaven, we are on earth, and our words can
well be few. But as for me, whether or not I can
fully explain how God works in the world, I
cannot avoid such matters. And whether or not I
can prove prayer's effects, I said a prayer for
Nuckkerweener anyway.

Flowers
By STEVEN SPIDELL

"I'll cry when you die."
I didn't know what else to say, and fearing
the silence that brings two people closer than
words can touch, I spoke to name the silence. I
didn't know what else to say to this man for
whom life had lost its reason and its heart, so I
held his hand and waited for him to end his life.
His passing would be unnoticed by everyone
but me. I felt that burden and that gift as what
one person owes to another: at least to note the
passing, at least to be present at the dying of a
life lived until it had been drained of all that life
can be. Surely someone had to be there with him
as he fought to make each breath his last. And as
there was no one else to volunteer, I made this
task my own.
Steyen Spidell i.s a ¡nemlrcr
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They told me he was a florist whose first and
second wives had already died childless. As I
watched him perspiring, arching from time to
time to force the air into his lungs, I pictured
him alone with his flowers, pruning, caressing,
watering, speaking gently to them, spading in a
little fertilizer to strengthen their hold on life. I
saw him in his greenhouse ambling in a hunched
over stroll from pot to pot checking on the
health of his children, the watering can held
chest high as his fingers probed the soil to test
for moisture.

How far removed it seemed to me from the
world, this greenhouse, kept aT constant
temperature and humidity. How serene and
care-less such a life must be. I envied hirn for a
moment his life of quiet solitude and color. In
his shelter he had lived with nature's beauty and
had passed it on for others to share in times of

celebration or grief. He lived a cloistered life
emerging only to grace the lives of others by the

gifts he brought.

I envied him his sanctuary and the simplicity

of his purpose. My life seemed all the more
chaotic and unwieldy in the presence of this
man of flowers. Funny how one life always
to try to meet aonther, even if in contrast
and divergence. For surely we had nothing in
seems

common on the surface where people live.

But somehow flowers would never be

the

same for me. For I had known a man in passing
whose life had been of flowers.

His heart was struggling now to pump his
blood through puffy arteries already too full to
bear the load. I wiped his foreliead with a towel
and whispered all I knew to say. Whether he
heard me I couldn't tell. But it was mine for the
giving. It did not matter if he knew or was
beyond the knowing. As if he were a flower, I
cared for him and waited for his bud to burst
into an everlasting bloom.

He died so quietly the moment passed
without exaction. One instant he struggled; the
next he rested. My florist friend was gone.
I kept my promise. It was all that I could do.

A lleritage of Peace
ïfie Sermon on the Mount teaches that the followers of Jesus arc to

renounce war and violence, and to be about the work of the Kingdorn

of Gad.

By GARY CUMMIN]GS

When men once again speak of war, and
when young people once again are asked to
be

come available

appropriate

to

for doing battle, it

is

consider afresh the Christian

perspective on war and peace.
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The World of Jesus
Jesus of Nazareth proclaimed the coming of
the Kingdom of God at a time when his country
was occupied by the oppressive Romans. They
were dedicated to world rule through the Pax
Romana, but were bitterly opposed in Israel by
the Jewish Zealot revolutionaries. It was in this

context of violence that Jesus gave the rvorld its
finest spiritual teaching and ethics, commonly
referred to as the Sermon on the Mount.
The power of the Sermon on the Mount has
outlasted both the Pax Romana and Zealot
nationalism. This is indeed a paradox, because
Jesus was rejected by the Zealots for his stand
against violence, and was later executed by the
Romans as a revolutionary.

The consensus

oÍ

pre-Constantinian

Christianity is pacifist; thís is the veñict ol
the church historíans.

Forty years after the death of Jesus, the
Zealots were totally defeated by the Romans.
Four hundred years later, the Roman Empire
fell. But the ethical teaching of Jesus continues
to be a significant force in human history.
The Teaching of Scripture

It is Paul, often quoted as a witness against
pacifism in Romans 13, who clearly states the
pacifist position in Romans 12,
Bless those who persecute you; bless and do
not curse . . . . Do not repay anyone evil for
evil. Be careful to do what is right in the
sight of everybody. If it is possible, as far as
it depends on you, live at peace with everyone. Do not take revenge, my friends, but

for God's wrath, for it is
written: "lt is mine to avenge, I will
repay," says the Lord. On the contrary:
"If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is
thirsty, give him something to drink. In
doing this, you will heap burning coals on
leave room

his head." Do not be overcome by evil, but
overcome evil with good.

Rom. l2:14, 17-21, NIV

Paul's teachings in Romans 12 are a clear
reflection of the Sermon on the Mount
- the
fundamental source for the pacifist stance from
Tertullian to John Howard Yoder. In that
remarkable sermon, .Iesus diel not urge the poor,
the hungry, and the downtrodden to take
l4

revenge

or to resort to the sword. Rather,

he

siinply said,
How blest are you who are poor;
the Kingdom of God is yours.
How blest are you who now go hungry;
your hunger shall be satisfied.
How blest are you who weep now;
you shall laugh.
How blest you are when men hate you,
when they outlaw you, and insult you, and
ban your very name as infamous,
because of the Son of Man.
On that day be glad and dance for joy;
for assuredly you have a rich reward
in heaven; in just the same way
did their fathers treat the prophets.
But alas for you who are rich;
you have had your time of happiness.
Alas for you who are well-fed now;
you shall go hungry.
Alas for you who laugh now;
you shall mourn and weep.
Alas for you when all speak well of you;
just so did their fathers treat
the false prophets.
But to you who hear me I say:
Love your enemies, do good to those who
hate you; bless those who curse you;
pray for those who treat you spitefully.
When a man hits you on the cheek, offer
him the other cheek, too; when a man
takes your coat, let him have your shirt
as well. Give to everyone who asks you;
when a man takes what is yours, do not
demand it back; treat others as you
would like them to treat you.
Luke 6:20-31, NEB

Matthew has another beatitude Luke does
not record: "Blessed are the peacemakers, for
they will be called sons of God" (Mt. 5:9).
Four Interpretations

f)iverse interpretations of Jesus' ethie have
accumulated over the centuries of church

history. The two most radical views of Jesus'
kingdom ethics are those of Albert Schweitzer
and many dispensationalists. Schweitzer thought
that the Sermon on the Mount represents merely

an interim ethic, in operation between Jesus'
proclamation and the fulfillment of eschatology.
He thought that Jesus expected the end of the
world in his day, and therefore Christians could
live like that for a short while. But Schweitzer
suggests .lesus was mistaken about the time of
the end, and thus the Sermon on the Mount
loses its urgency and force.
The dispensationalists' view is somewhat the
opposite of Schweitzer's. For them, the ethics of
God's kingdom on earth are appropriate only for
the last days, the end of time when evil will not
exist.

Typically, Roman Catholics

for

Roland Bainton, the famed church historian,
gives us this observation from his many years

of

study of the pacifist question:

The best point of departure is a consideration of the factual questions, whether and
how many Christians were in the army
prior to Constantine. From the end of the
New Testament period to the decade 170180 4.D., there is no evidence whatever of
Christians in the army.
Christian Attitudes to War and Peace,
pp. 67-68

Both Origen of Alexandria and Tertullian
protested the idea of Christians serving in the
armies of Rome. But it was Justin Martyr who
most clearly stated the Christian stance of peace.

centuries

have thought the kingdom ethics of Jesus to be
just for the few who can keep them. Thus, these
teachings are actualized chiefly in the monastery
and the convent.

The Protestant view frequently is that we are
poor sinners who could never live the radical life
Jesus calls on us to live. Therefore, we must
throw ourselves on God's mercy.

Forty yeaß after the death of Jesus, tñe
Zealots were totally defeated by the
Fomans. Four hundred years later, the
Roman Empire fell. But the ethical
teaching oÍ Jesus continues to be a
signilicant torce in human history.

These four views must be seen as evasions of
Jesus meant for his disciples to

the life that

follow with joy.

We who were filled with war and mutual
slaughter ancl every wickedness have each
of us in all the world changed our

swords

into plows and spears into

agricultural implements.

I Apology, XXXIX

Through the influence of Augustine, the
notion of the "just war" replaced the normative
pacifist view of the early church. Later, the
"just war" was augmented by the idea of the
crusade or holy war.

Voices for Peace

A strong criticism of war in the Middle Ages
came from the witness and ministry of the
Franciscans. St. Francis of Assisi, their founder,
was a great lover of peace. But even Francis'
later followers abandoned his vision and
preached the crusade as the instrument of God.

lÌarly Christian Pacifism

The consensus of pre-Constantinian
Christianity is pacifist: this is the verdict of the
church historians. The pacifism of the early
church is one of the best cornmentaries on the
Sermon on the Mount, for the writings of the
early church fathers clearly reflect the pacifist
ethic of .lesus.

The emerging radical sects within the church
were left to carry on the pacifist witness. Two of
these groups were the Waldensians and the
Cathari. In addition, the pacifist branch of the
Flussite movement was led by Peter Chelciky
who taught that Christians must return to the
pure faith of the New Testament which iticludes
the renunciation of u,ar.

The Christian humanist, Erasmus, was an
outstanding spokesman against war during the
Renaissance. His pacifist stance is best presented
inhis The Complaint of Peace.

In the Old Testament, Isaiah foretold the
coming of the Prince of Peace and in the
New Testament Christ bequeathed peace as
his legacy. The mark by which his disciples
should be known is love one for the other.
The Lord's prayer addresses Our Father,
but how can they call upon a common
Father who drive steel into the bowels of
their brethren?
During the Reformation, pacifism was most
notably espoused by the Anabaptists. Ironically,
their pacifist convictions brought them great
hardship and even death. Since the Reformation,

the tradition has been carried on by the
Anabaptists' successors the Amish,
also by the
Mennonites, and Hutterites
- and
the
Brethren.
These
are
the historic
and
Quakers
"peace churches. "

In keeping with the Sermon on the Mount,

the major leaders of our own Restoration
Movement in the nineteenth century were of
pacifist sentiment. Among the more vocal
pacifists

of our heritage were

Alexander
Campbell, J.W. McGarvey, Tolbert Fanning,
and David Lipscomb.

the future. Rather, the New Testament teaches
that to be a Christian is to be in a state of
tribulation with the world.
Many within the Christian peace community
view the current state of the world, with its

prospect for nuclear annihilation,

as

fundamentally similar to the self-deifying state
described in the Apocalypse as the reign of the
beast. Whether this is eschatologically true is not
the issue, for at least in the ethical sense it is
true. When two powers differ over economic or
social theories to the point that they are willing
to destroy the world, it can only be described as
a Satanic situation.
The Sermon on the Mount, however, teaches
that the followers of Jesus are to renounce war
and violence, and to be about the work of the
Kingdom of God. Paul recognized this and
taught the pacifist tradition in Romans 12.
Pacifism is part of the ethical thrust of the New
Testament, as well as the consensus of the preConstantinian church. Since Constantine and
Augustine, the pacifist stance of the church gave
way to the "just war" and the crusade. But the
heritage of peace was kept alive by various
sectarian movements before and during the
Reformation.
Since the Reformation, the peace churches
Brethren, Mennonites, and Friends
have kept

- flame has
the pacifist flame alive. And that
burned brightly, if only periodically, in our own
Restoration Movement.

While Campbell based most of his ethics on
the Acts and Epistles, he did base an unwavering
stand against war on the Sermon on the Mount.
His convictions on the subject of war are made
clear in his "Address on'War."

The precepts of Christianity positively
inhibit war by showing that "wars and
fightings come from men's lusts" and evil
passions, and by commanding Christians to
"follow peace with all men."
Conclusions

While the prospects for the future are grim,
we do not have to yield to a deterministic view of
l6

And now it is with hope that a small group of
people within our movement have initiated the
Christian Peace Fellowship to serve others in
peace and to aid the conscientious objectors
within our churches. We do this in submission to
the Lordship of Jesus who speaks to each of us:

If anyone loves me, he will obey my teaching.
My Father will love him, and we will come to
him and make our home with him.
Jn. l4:23, NIV

Editor's Note: For information on Íhe
Christian Peqce Fellowship, readers may write to
CPF, Box 92609, Lewisville, TX, 75056.

By Bobbie Lee Holley

"Modern" Themes in an Ancient Heresy
By JOHN F. WILSON

By now almost everyone has heard about the
Dead Sea Scrolls and the exciting story of their
discovery by an Arab shepherd boy in the
wilderness of Judea in 1947. Far fewer have
heard of an equally astounding discovery of
ancient manuscripts which occurred in Egypt, at
a place called Nag Hammadi, two years earlier.
Incredibly, it was thirty-two years before
knowledge of this find became fully available to
the world.

The reasons for this delay make a betterthan-fiction story in themselves. International
intrigue, greed, mutilation, murder, scholarly
jealousy, and Middle Eastern politics all played
their part in the drama.

In

1945, Muhammad

'Ali

al-Sammar

Muhammad Khalifah, an Egyptian Arab peasant,
found a clay jar under a boulder. First afraid to

open it, lest he free some terrifying genie, he
finally had the courage to break the jar. Inside
were thirteen papyrus books, bound in leather.
Now, at last, we can know the message of these
strange documents, which have tremendous
bearing on our understanding of the earliest
days of Christianity.

Elaine Pagels' The Gnostic Go.ryeis (New

York: Random House, 1979, 182 pp.,

$10)

John F. Wilson is a professor in the Department of Religious
Studies of Southwest Missouri State Univelsity, Springfield,
Missouri. ¡\ shorter forn of this review was published in the
Springfield News-Leader, January 27, 1980.

about these discoveries is popularly written, but
her scholarly credentials are impressive. A
Harvard Ph.D., she is chairperson of the
department of religion at Barnard College,
Columbia University. She served on the

distinguished international committee of
scholars which was charged with the translation

and publication of the "Nag
Library.

"

Hammadi

An informative introduction tells the story of
the discovery. Succeeding chapters investigate
the strange teachings of the authors of these
manuscripts, members of a Christian "heresy"
(in the opinion of second and third century
Orthodox churchmen) which is called
"Gnosticism." The Gnostics were themselves
divided into many sects, but all considered
themselves to be the true Christians, having
received the "gnosis" (the Greek word for
"knowledge") directly from Jesus himself.
Among the ideas propouncled by the Gnostic
Gospels are these: an insistence that neither the

crucifixion nor the resurrection literally

happened; the belief that one god created the
world as an evil place and that another god, a far
greater one, redeems man from it; a suggestion
that God is female as well as male, and that
therefore women should be considered as equal
in the church; and an insistence that man relates
to God through personal religious experience
rather than through the bishops and sacraments
of the church.
17

Some of these ideas are so appealing to
modern man that the publication of the Gnostic

is sure to stir up a whirlwind of
controversy and maybe even a revival of this
long lost religious system.
The Gnostic insistence that the resurrection is
an existential experience rather than an historical
fact certainly has a "modern" ring about it. The
emphasis upon the femaleness of deity in
Gnosticism opens yet another front in the
conflict regarding women and the ministry. For
some time now feminist scholars have been
seriously discussing the concept of "goddess" in
ancient religion and wondering why no
comparable symbol exists in Protestant
Christianity.
writings

Further, the anti-institutionalism implicit in
the Gnostic concept of the church has a great
appeal in many quarters. And finally, some
aspects of Gnosticism are very similar to
Buddhism and other Eastern religions which
have themselves become very attractive to many
in the West particularly to many young
people.

-

Pagels' book is reasonably moderate in its
theories about the Gnostics, though orthodox
Christians may find offense in some of her

interpretations. Theories which she

has

presented very tentatively to her fellow scholars
as possibilities are sometimes stated in the
popular work as certainties.

This is always a problem when current
scholarly discussions are submitted to a
popularized approach such as this. In the

scholarly journals a new idea is very modestly
suggested as having some merit; in the
popularized book the idea sounds all but
absolutely proved; and in the popular reviews
the idea is promoted as a shocking new
discovery, sure to set Chr,istianity on its head!
The same process can be seen working in the
early days of discussion about the Dead Sea
Scrolls.

Pagels believes

that the

disagreements

between the Gnostics and the Orthodox had as
much to do with church politics as with theology
and that in fact orthodox theology developed as
a means to unite a diverse movement (and early

Christianity was in fact very diverse) into one
universal or "catholic" church.
1E

The great struggle between the Gnostics and
the Orthodox is primarily a second and third
century struggle, though there is evidence that
Gnostic thinking was present even when the New
Testament itself was being written, and that New
Testament writers often were in dialogue with

this thinking. Many Christians will find
themselves unable to agree with either the
orthodox churchmen who fought Gnosticism
(like Tertullian and lrenaeus) or with the
Gnostics.

The former tried to protect the faith by
resorting to theories about the authority of the
bishops of the church (an approach not
unknown today when new ideas seem to threaten
the status quo). The latter, however, tended to
dissolve the proclamation that the Word has
become flesh and dwelt among us, and that in
Christ's victory over death we are all victorious,
into nebulous existential symbols and subjective
experiences. The victory of the former is sad;
but, as Pagels points out, a Gnostic victory
would probably have eventually spelled doom
for the entire Christian movement.
The fact that the Nag Hammadi manuscripts
date from the fourth century proves that the
Gnostics survived for hundreds of years after the
founding of Christianity. They probably died
out only when Orthodox Christianity became
the official religion in the Roman empire and
suppressed them by force, causing some
unknown Gnostic to hide his precious books in a
clay jar in Egypt, to be found 1,600 years later.

find all this fascinating will
read The Gríostic Gospels. They

Readers who

want

to

probably should also read The Nag Hømmadi

Librory (ed. James M. Robinson, New York:
Harper and Row, 1977, $16.95) which contains
the entire texts of these mysterious books. Then
they might read Patrick Henry's excellent
explanations of why Gnostics, despite their
claims, really were not Christians (New

Directions in New Testøment

Study,
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1979, pp.
e3-l 19).
Pagels' book is already beginning to pile up
awards. It is not light reading. But it is clearly

written and very thought-provoking,

and
introduces the reader to what is sure to be one of
the great theological controversies of the 1980's.

The lrony in
Alexander Campbell

"Alexander Campbell absorbed into himsell the two domÍnant
thought patterns oÍ his age - Puritanism and the Enlightenment' The
marvel r,yas that while these two perspectíves were at war with one
another, and while most Americans were choosing up sídes,
Campbell put these two perspectíves together."

Editor's Note: On Mørch 4, 1980, Mission
Journal's editor delivered the Founder's Day
sddress at Bethony College, Bethany, West

But Campbell was odd in that he embraced
them both when most Americans could find it
within themselves to embrace only one. Indeed,
qt
Virginia, the I40th onniversary celebration of it was difficult in those days - as it is today as
well
to be a Puritan and a Rationalist at one
the founding of the college in 1840 by Alexander
Compbell. Following is the complete text of that and the same time. For whatever else Puritanism
represented, it stood for a commitment to an
address.
enforced orthodoxy and to a social order
undergirded by and permeated with correct
Alexander Campbell, the founder of Bethany
theological presuppositions. And whatever else
College, qualifies both as an oddity of his age as
the Enlightenment represented, it stood for
well as a truly representative American in the

early nineteenth century. Both odd

and

representative at one and the same time

how

can that be?

-

The answer to the question emerges when we
realize that Campbell absorbed into himself the
two dominant thought patterns of his age, and
out of those two intellectual traditions wrought

his own intellectual perspective. Those

two
the
and
Puritanism
were
traditions
Enlightenment, and to the extent that Campbell
embraced them, he was representative.

tolerance and cosmopolitanism.

Enforced orthodoxy had been the single
minded goal of Puritanism since its earliest days
in the England of Queen Elizabeth. Nothing else
mattered to these "hot-gospellers, " as they
sometimes were called, but bringing England

into conformity with the word of God as

interpreted by themselves. And they used every
means at their disposal to accomplish this
objective, propagandizing in both pulpit and
university lecture hall.
19

To describe these early English Puritans as
political revolutionaries is clearly on target, for
what they were about was indeed revolution.
They would stop at nothing short of overthrowing the existing order for the sake of their
Christ. Their revolution was not of guns and
swords, but of words. Preaching and lecturing,
they thought, would accomplish their objective.

conviction concerning the nature of sainthood
and the nature of the church. Put succilictly, the
true church was the primitive church of the
apostolic period. But this notion, in and of
itself, was not pernicious. What was pernicious
was the Puritans' conviction that restoration of
the primitive church was not an objective to be

realized

in the future; it

rather was

an

accomplished fact.

But when it became clear that preaching had
failed, they turned to the sword. The brutal
execution of the Archbishop of Canterbury in
1644 was the work of the Puritans, as was the
killing of the King of England, Charles I, in
1649.

No one made this point any more clearly
than did the famous Puritan pastor, John
Robinson. "The church constitution in which
we are set," Robinson declared, "is cast in the
apostolical and primitive mould, and not one
day nor hour younger, in the nature and form of
it, than the first church of the New Testament.

"For the Puritans, the true church lvas tñe
primitive church ol the apostolic peilod.
ïhis notion, in and oÍ itself, was not
pemicious. What was pemicious rvas the
Puritans' conviction Íhat restoration ol the
primitive church was not an obiective to be
rcalized in the luture; it rather was an
accompl¡shed lact."

In the meantime, many

Puritans had left
England for America in an effort to build in the
new world what could not be built in the old.
The experiment in Massachusetts was in many
respects the epitome of Puritan aspirations, as
the wall of uniformity was built solidly and tall.
Massachusetts was a haven for saints: only saints
could vote, and only saints could serve as
magistrates.

Whatever else sainthood involved,

it

"

also

entailed the acceptance of that constitution
as
the preachers elaborated it -- deviating neither

-

to the right nor to the left. And so Anne

Hutchison, for example, was excommunicated
from the church and cast out of the colony as
one of the leading Puritan ministers proclaimed:

I denounce you, Anne Hutchison, in the
house of God, as a woman of dangerous
and heretical errors. I denounce you as a
servant of Satan. I cast you out as a leper
that you no more blaspheme, seduce, and
lie. I do order the congregation to treat
you as a heathen and publican!

It was this perspective -_ this unbending
insistence on orthodoxy and uniformity,
predicated on a perception of a golden age of the

Those outside the pale of sainthood also were
outside the pale of full citizenship. And those
who falsely pretended
sainthood the

to

Quakers, Baptists, Presbyterians, Anglicans,
Catholics, and others not of the Congregational
Way
made themselves liable to severe

-

past

that made up one of the major
intellectual traditions in America at the time of
Alexander Campbell. And while Campbell
sought to avoid its excesses, he nonetheless
espoused the fundamental presuppositions of
this Puritan way of structuring reality.

perseeutions.

But there was another perspective in the air as

Undergirding the various Puritan efforts to
coerce and persecute was a fundamental
N

well. We call it the Enlightenment. And
interestingly enough, its theological premises

were forged in hostile reaction against the
Puritan world view. In the mid-seventeenth
century, English Puritans were blamed for the
English Civil Wars, for fracturing society, for
spawning wild and frenzied religious sects, and
for murdering the archbishop and the king. And
reasonable men and women looked for other
theological premises which might bring peace to
a war-torn, strife-ridden society.

If

Puritan thinkers had been interested in

orthodoxy, Enlightenment thinkers
concçrned for latitude;

if

were

Puritan thinkers had
fostered uniformity, Enlightenment thinkers
fostered universality; and while Puritans had
sought to restore the primitive church, the
thinkers of the Enlightenment sought to bring
unity and peace to the family of man.
But how could this be done? The Bible was a

book subject to diverse interpretations,

So these thinkers turned to the one dimension

human experience that they judged to be
universal and equally accessible to all, namely,
nature.

It was nature that

proclaimed the

fundamental truths of God and man, and
consensus on these fundamental truths could
bring healing, unity, and peace in its wings.
What were the fundamental truths nature
taught?

order

of

Independence,

Jefferson's Declaration of Independence, as
a case in point, clearly appealed to "Nature's
which all human beings can
God"
- the god
know through
nature. And it went on to appeal
to a "self-evident" moral order, namely, "that
all Men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,
that among these are Life, Liberty, and the
Pursuit of Happiness . . . ."

The extent to which some Americans of the
and
Constitution to be founded on nature, that is, on

time thought the new government

the original creation, is illustrated well

by
Thomas Paine. This government, he said, is not
based on some historicized, tradition-bound
norm. Rather,

these

thinkers said, and diverse interpretations breed
hostilities among men. Likewise, the notion of
the primitive church, they said, was far too
restrictive and particularistic to be a basis for
human unity and solidarity.

of

Revolution, the Declaration
and the Bill of Rights.

the case and circumstances of America
present themselves as in the beginning of
the world. . . . We are brought at once to

the point of seeing government begin, as if
we had lived in the beginning of time. The
real volume, not of history, but of facts, is
directly before us, unmutilated by
contrivance, or the errors of tradition.
Now let us ask, what was it, really, that these
Enlightenment thinkers were doing? In simplest
terms, they were reducing religion to a set of
essential dogmas, drawn from nature, which
would be self-evident to all men and upon which
all reasonable men could agree.

(l) There is a God" (2) There is a moral

of right and wrong. (3) And

.eternal rewards and punishments
keep or spurn that moral order.

there are

for those who

It was this theology, in one dress or another,
that dominated much of English theological
thinking in the late seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. And it was this theology

commonly

the
known as Deism that provided
philosophical basis for the American

While Alexander Campbell did not draw his
theology from nature, he nonetheless inherited
the formula of reducing religion to a set of
essentials upon which all reasonable men could
agree. This was the basis of his ecumenicity.

So now let me summarize these two
traditions. On the one hand was the tradition of
the Enlightenment whose focus was nature and
2t

whose emphasis was universality, tolerance, and
Iiberty. On the other hand was the tradition of

the Puritans whose focus was the primitive
church which they were confident they had
recovered, and whose emphasis was orthodoxy
and uniformity.

It remains now only to be said that these two
traditions were at war with one another from the
beginning. I have already incidated that the
emergence of Enlightenment theology in
England was a reaction against the intransigent

theology of the Puritans. And the tension
between Puritanism and the Enlightenment
never ceased.

In fact, in

1800, while Alexander Campbell

in Ireland, the tensions between
these two perspectives reached fanatical
proportions. Thomas Jefferson the very
symbol of the American Enlightenment
was
running for the presidency of the United-States
in that year. Everyone knew that if he won, it
would herald the end of the establishment of
orthodoxy and uniformity in all the states. The
was still a boy

thought was too much to bear.

"lÍ

Puritan thinkers had been interesfed in
orthodoxy, Enlightenment thinkers werc
concemed for latitude; il Puritan thinkers
had fostered uniîotmity, Enlightenment
thinkers fostered univercality; and while

Puritans had sought to restore the
primitive church, the thinkers oÍ the
Enlightenment sougñt to bring un¡ty and

fiend would prowl with fiend for pluncler
blood. . . ."

and

When Adams was elected to the presidency
and Jefferson to the vice-presidency in 1796, the
Reverend Jedediah Champion of Litchfield,
Connecticut, poured out his prayers for the
president elect, but then ended by imploring, "O
Lord! Wilt Thou bestow upon the Vice
President a double portion of Thy grace, for
Thou knowest he needs it."

And Thomas Paine, who thought the
American government to have derived from the
Garden of Eden, was derided in a poem by
William Coleman, entitled, "To Tom Paine."
Detested reptile! wherefore hast thou come
To add new evils to our groaning land?
To some wild desert let thy carcase roam,
Where nought can wither by thy blasting
hand.
In the dark hour that brought thee to our shore,
The shade of Washington did awful scowl
Hence, gloomy monster! curse mankind no
more,
Thy person filthy as thy soul is foul.
When life's electric spark shall quit thy

frame,
Myriads of devils wait to seize their prey:
With shouts and yell they loudly call thy
name,
Then bear thee to thy destin'd doom away.

peace ta the lamily af man."

So those New Englanders of a Puritan
perspective launched a frontal attack. Jefferson
regularly was attacked as an infidel, an atheist,
and a murderer. Jefferson once asserted that
"the legitimate powers of government extend to
such acts only as are injurious to others. But it
does me no injury for my neighbor to say there
are twenty gods or no God. " In response, a New

England divine named Mason proclaimed that
"this is the morality of devils, which would
break in an instant every link in the chain of
human friendship, and transform the globe into
one equal scene of desolation and horror, where
22

Suffice it to say that the Puritan theological
agenda and the Enlightenment theological
agenda were far from compatible. And the
legacies of these two perspectives are far from

compatible today. For this reason, most
Americans at the beginning of the nineteenth
century found themselves clearly in one camp or
the other. One could not be a Puritan and a
Rationalist, a devotee both of the primitive
church and of the Enlightenment's formula for
unity and universality, at one and the same time.

And it is precisely here that Alexander
Campbell was both the odclity as well as the
representative figure of his age. A child of

British Puritanism, young Campbell inherited
most of the theological notions of Puritanism,
including a commitment to the restoration of the
primitive church. But as a child of the
Enlightenment, thoroughly conversant with
Herbert of Cherbury, John Locke, and other
British Rationalists, Campbell also fell heir to
the Enlightenment proposals for unity in the
aftermath of sectarian strife and religious wars.

The fact that, historically, Campbell's
proposal has not borne the fruit for which he
hoped is a matter of record. In fact, Roland
Bainton has commented that Mr. Campbell has
the unique distinction of being the only man in
Christian history to accomplish, in this regard,
just the reverse of what he intended.

The marvel was that while these two

representative American of his age. In fact, one
could argue very persuasively that he may well
the
have been at least symbolically

perspectives were at war with one another, and

while most Americans were choosing up sides,
Campbell put these two perspectives together.
He would achieve unity in Christendom
precisely by restoring the primitive church. Here
was the irony in the life and thought of the
founder of Bethany College.
(Continued

from

There is, I think, a logical extension of the third option

realities. This has been the philosophy underlying the two
articles I wrote, which may at lirst have appeared to be
another form of "reactionary pietism" but instead were
actually attempts at harmonizing a realistic appraisal of the
world as it is with the course of events which the Bible
teaches we can expect before Jesus comes back.
My approach is different from most in that, first of all, I

am firmly convinced that the word teaches that we
Christians will live through all of these events, barring
no "pre-tribulation rapture. " This may be
death

-

depressing to some to think about, but we have the promise

of "joy in the morning" and the power of the Holy Spirit
to sustain us now. Secondly, we have the opportunity for
ministry to others here and now, the opportunity to
"extend grace and love to the neighbor in concrete and

meaningful ways," which can certainly include the idea of
involving ourselves in the political processes of our
community or nation to help extend the reach of a truly
loving sense of justice.

But here is where I think we should be especially
cautioned: \¡/e must not allow ourselves to be deceived or
lulled into forgetting that the promises of God will not fail,

If

-

representative American of his age. And so
today, we hail the founder of Bethany College:
the Puritan and the Rationalist, but most of all,
the bridge builder, for the contributions he has
made to us all.

bock cover)

which involves not only accepting ambiguities, but
recognizing that there are causes and reasons which
produce the ambiguities, in which case the task becomes
not so much dealing with ambiguities as it is dealing with

the bad ones as well as the good ones.

But none of that should blind us to Mr.
Campbell's immense importance as a

there are sad things

prophesied, they will surely come to pass as they are
written. We do have the advantage of knowing that we are

on the winning team, and can bring about blessings to others
of our faith at the same time. We

as well as endure testing

can also be there for others to give them enough light to
understand what it is they are going through, why, and
where help is truly to be found.

Thanks be to God that he actually allows us (and
vigorously encourages-commands !-us) to be
participants in the process of redeeming others.
John McCook
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Dear Forum,

I am excitedby the direction Richard Hughes proposes to
take Mission Journal. It would seem that the magazine is
having its editorial bar mitzvah just as I had what might be
called a spiritual bar mitzvah a few short years ago. I read
Mission Journalwith negative criticism when I was a young
legalist. I later read it with gullible acceptance when I was a

"liberal" (or merely unthinking) rebel. I now read the
journal with joy, and occasional loving criticism, as one
who has given his life to the Father and has a living relation-

ship with him.

I

now feel

I

am on the road

of spiritual

manhood.
Dan Vaughn
Graduate Student in Missions
Abilene Christian University
23
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Mission Journal solicits a broad spectrum of responses to articles in

the journal. To be published, letters may argue from a variety of
perspectives, but must be responsible and well thought out. The

journal reserves the right to edit letters where necessary. Address all
letters for publication to "Forum."

Dear Forum,

I was especially appreciative of your March, 1980 issue, from the article on
God's infinity to the one emphasizing the responsibility of a pulpit minister to
be a cultured individual; from the refreshing "what if" article on Judas to the
one on "losing the way" by one of my favorite teachers during an abortive
semester I spent at ICS in Austin. Even down to the book review on Calvin
Miller's books, everything in the issue was in agreement with my sentiments,
which is a remarkable accomplishment for Misslo n Journol or any other
magazine.

However, as one who has had two articles published in Mission Journal
which were more or less directly related to the subject of eschatology, I feel an
obligation to add some comments in response to the editor's essay entitled,
"Great Expectations."
In venturing to write two articles on such a truly awe-full subject, I
personally had great expectations of being shot at, or something of the sort, in
the columns of Forum. Response given me by friends indicates that the articles
were either too confusing or heady for most people to deal with to an
appreciable depth, or else the whole subject was irrelevant to them, for the
reason that it was too confusing as mentioned, or for the reasons touched on
by Mr. Hughes in "Great Expectations."
I appreciated very much Richard Hughes' "third option" when faced with
the two choices of reactionary pietism and "abundant living," the third
option being to accept ambiguities by faith and work for their solution by
faith. However, it is at this point that I must add a few observations as a sort
of caution.
As a middle-class person who grew up among Churches of Christ and who
went through most of his school experience in the 60's and early 70's, I belong
pretty squarely in the category of the "disillusioned young" that Mr. Hughes
mentions. Still, I have rejected the avenues of reactionary pietism and the
cotton-candy positively-abundantly-thinkingly (sick) mentality, though I have
been tempted to pursue both of them vigorously.
(Continued on page 23)
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